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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing The World’s Finest Line & Largest Selection of Rubber Band Gun Pistols, Rifles, & Other Quality Toys! 
We’re proud to produce the best built and longest lasting guns in the industry. All Magnum 12® Rubber Band Guns are 100% American made using solid 
poplar hardwood. We now have plastic injection molding capability and are molding all of our own plastic components. Our plastic molds are company 
owned and we use only the finest materials to produce our trigger sets, sights, barrel tips, and custom rifle scopes. These components are exclusive to the 
Magnum 12® guns and are not found on any competitor’s products. Our line of Pop Guns feature authentic looking gun handles that are also made of solid 
poplar hardwood. This All-American made popper is the smoothest operating and loudest popping barrel mechanism in the industry. They are simply the 
best-of-the-best in the world of pop guns. We also manufacture a full line of wooden swords and axes that are constructed of premium grade multi-ply Baltic 

birch plywood. Each item is sanded to a smooth finish and printed with a unique name 
that compliments its styling. Rubber Band Gun targets are also offered to add variety 
to our line-up. We know you will enjoy a well-engineered product and appreciate our 
quality American craftsmanship which means a lot in today’s marketplace.

    



1/4” solid steel 
rods securely 
holds ammo

1/2” CPVC pipe 
holds up to (8) 
guns per post

Solid 4” x 4”
wooden post

Laser engraved 
double sided 
wooden sign

Items on Display Trees subject
to change without notice.

GUN/SWORD DISPLAY TREE
with 48 Guns in 6 styles,

with 72 bags of Ammo, and a variety of 
Swords, Daggers, Knives, and Shields

#2#1

Permanent 
laser engraved 
silhouettes on 
rack behind 

every item for 
easy product 
placement

FULL GUN DISPLAY TREE
with 96 Guns in 12 styles,
with 120 bags of Ammo



Permanent 
laser engraved 
silhouettes on 
rack behind 

every item for 
easy product 
placement

All swords
have hole
for easier 
display or
to add a
lanyard

1/4” solid 
steel rods 
securely 

hold ammo 
and

swords

Solid
4” x 4”
wooden

post

1/2” CPVC 
pipes hold

up to
(8) guns
per post

Items on Display Trees subject to change without notice.

Product on all
four sides

#3 #4
Laser engraved 

double sided 
wooden sign

FULL SWORD DISPLAY TREE
Includes 228 Swords, Axes, Daggers,

and Knives in 20 styles,
plus 6 laser engraved Shields

COMBO DISPLAY TREE
Includes the BEST of the BEST

of all our TOP SELLERS



SHORT 
PISTOL

DISPLAY 
TREE
Includes

48 Pistols and 
60 bags of 

Ammo

SHORT 
RIFLE/
PISTOL

DISPLAY 
TREE
Includes

36 Guns and 
45 bags of 

Ammo

Laser engraved 
double sided 
wooden sign

Solid
4” x 4”
wooden

post

1/4” solid 
steel rods 
securely 

hold ammo

1/2”
CPVC pipes
hold up to
(8) guns
per post

PISTOL/
POPPER 
DISPLAY 

TREE
Includes

24 Pistols,
24 Poppers, 
and 40 bags 

of Ammo

POPPER 
DISPLAY 

TREE
Includes

72 Poppers, 
12 each of

6 styles

Rotates 360O  on 
Lazy Susan base

Clear plastic
tubes securely 
hold poppers

and allow
for easy

color selection

Laser engraved 
double sided wooden 

sign says
“POP GUNS”

on reverse side

Solid
4” x 4”
wooden

post

Items on Display Trees subject to change without notice.

#5

#7

#6

#8



SHORT 
SWORD

DISPLAY 
TREE
Includes

96 Swords,
Axes, Daggers,

Knives, and
3 Shields

SLING 
SHOT/ 

POPPER 
DISPLAY 

TREE
Includes

32 Sling Shots, 
24 Poppers,
and 16 bags

of Ammo

Solid
4” x 4”
wooden

post

1/4” solid 
steel rods 
securely 

hold product

Laser engraved 
double sided 
wooden sign 

says
 “POP GUNS” 

on reverse side

1/4” solid steel rods 
securely hold up to 
(12) items per post

Clear plastic tubes 
securely hold 

poppers and allow for 
easy color selection

Solid 4” x 4” 
wooden post

Rotates 360O  on 
Lazy Susan base

SWORD/
POPPER
DISPLAY 

TREE
Includes

72 Swords, Axes, 
Daggers,

Knives, and
24 Pop Guns 

 

DISPLAY TREE LAZY 
SUSAN BASE

• Sturdy 30” diameter swivel base unit for your Display Tree
• Easy to retrofit to your existing compatible Display Trees

• Allows for displays to be positioned close to walls, in 
corners, or next to cabinets or other displays

• Save valuable floor space
• NO walk-around room needed

Items on Display Trees subject to change without notice.

Laser engraved 
double sided 
wooden sign

#9

#11

#10

#12
Includes

(4) No-step 
stickers

Rotates
360º  on Lazy 
Susan base

Permanent 
laser engraved 
silhouettes on 
rack behind 

every item for 
easy product 
placement

Rotates 360O  on 
Lazy Susan base new

item



ULTRA-TECH
GL2UT
8.5”L  x  4”H

9 MM
GL29MM
9.5”L  x  5.5”H

DEPUTY
GL2DPTY
9”L  x  5”H

CAPTAIN JACK
GL2CPTJCK
15”L  x  4.5”H

LAWMAN
GL2LWMN
11”L  x  6”H

COLT 22
GL2C22
8.5”L  x  4”H

(GREEN  AMMO)

(GREEN  AMMO) (GREEN  AMMO)

(RED  AMMO)

(RED  AMMO)

(GREEN  AMMO)

(RED  AMMO)

MAGNUM 45
GL2M45
11”L  x  5.5”H

RUSTLER
GL2RSTLR
12.5”L  x  5”H

(RED  AMMO)

Don’t 
forget
to order
Ammo &
Targets!

SCORPION
GL2SCRPNSS
12.5”L  x  8.5”H

(RED  AMMO)(RED  AMMO)

SCORPION
GL2SCRPN
12.5”L  x  6.5”H WITH

  SCOPE
   & SLING



WILD BILL 
GL2WB
14”L  x  5.5”H

(YELLOW  AMMO)

AK COMMANDO
GL2AKC
15”L  x  5”H

AK COMMANDO
GL2AKCSS
15”L  x  7”H

(YELLOW  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(YELLOW  AMMO)

JR. AR-15
GL2JRAR15
24”L  x  5”H

JR. AR-15
GL2JRAR15SS
24”L  x  7.5”H

JR. AK-47 COMBAT
GL2JRAK47CSS
20.5”L  x  7.5”H

JR. AK-47 COMBAT
GL2JRAK47C
20.5”L  x  5.5”H

(YELLOW  AMMO) (YELLOW  AMMO)

(YELLOW  AMMO) (YELLOW  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

JR. M-60
GL2JRM60
22”L  x  5.5”H

JR. M-60
GL2JRM60SS
22”L  x  7.5”H

(YELLOW  AMMO) (YELLOW  AMMO)



(YELLOW  AMMO) (YELLOW  AMMO)

1873 WINCHESTER
GL21873S
28”L  x  4.5”H

1873 WINCHESTER
GL21873SSS
28”L  x  6.5”H

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)(BLUE  AMMO)

AK-47 COMBAT
GL2AK47C
28”L  x  5.5”H

AK-47 COMBAT
GL2AK47CSS
28”L  x  7.5”H

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)(BLUE  AMMO)

SCOUT
GL2SCT
20”L  x  3.5”H

(YELLOW  AMMO)

SCOUT
GL2SCTSS
20”L  x  5.5”H WITH

  SCOPE
   & SLING

(YELLOW  AMMO)

JR. WINCHESTER
GL2JRWNCHSTR
20”L  x  3.5”H

JR. WINCHESTER
GL2JRWNCHSTRSS
20”L  x  5.5”H

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING



JR. RANGE RIFLE
GL2JRRR
26.5”L  x  3 .5”H

JR. RANGE RIFLE
GL2JRRRSS
26.5”L  x  5.5”H

(BLUE  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)

KENTUCKY RIFLE
GL2KR
28”L  x  6”H

MOVABLEHAMMER DECORATIVE

ENGRAVING

(BLUE  AMMO)

M-16 MARAUDER
GL2M16M
29”L  x  6”H

M-16 MARAUDER
GL2M16MSS
29”L  x  8”H

(BLUE  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)

AR-15
GL2AR15
28”L  x  6”H

AR-15
GL2AR15SS
28”L  x  8”H WITH

  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO) (BLUE  AMMO)



RANGE RIFLE
GL2RR
32”L  x  3.5”H

RANGE RIFLE
GL2RRSS
32”L  x  5.5”H

(BLUE  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)

(BLUE  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)

SNIPER RIFLE
GL2SR
29”L  x  5.5”H

SNIPER RIFLE
GL2SRSS
29”L  x  7.5”H

STINGER
GL2STNGR
33”L  x  6”H

STINGER
GL2STNGRSS
33”L  x  8”H

(BLUE  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)

M-60
GL2M60
32.5”L  x  6”H

M-60
GL2M60SS
32.5”L  x  8”H

(BLUE  AMMO)

WITH
  SCOPE
   & SLING

(BLUE  AMMO)



Rubber Band Approximate Quantity Per Bag
SIZE  1 oz 4 oz 8 oz 16 oz

#30   Green---2” 50 200 400 800
#32   Red-----3” 30 120 240 480
#33   Yellow-- 3.5” 25 100 200 400
#125 Blue---- 5” 20 80 160 320

8 Oz Bag
RB308OZ

8 Oz Bag
RB338OZ

8 Oz Bag
RB1258OZ

1 Oz Bag
RB301OZ

1 Oz Bag
RB331OZ

1 Oz Bag
RB1251OZ

4 Oz Bag
RB304OZ

4 Oz Bag
RB334OZ

4 Oz Bag
RB1254OZ

16 Oz Bag
RB3016OZ

16 Oz Bag
RB3316OZ

16 Oz Bag
RB12516OZ

8 Oz Bag
RB328OZ

1 Oz Bag
RB321OZ

4 Oz Bag
RB324OZ

16 Oz Bag
RB3216OZ



Comes in a sturdy, convenient package

     Use the two included pie tin targets,
        or get creative and make your own
          custom target!

Soda can not included

Box includes built-in 
hang-tab

Front panel removes 
for in store display

(see picture to right)

RED, WHITE, AND BLUE 
SPINNER TARGET
- Packaged
GL2RWBTO-P

Durable plastic spinners

PIE TIN TARGET
with 2-Pie Tins - Packaged
GL2PTT-P

PIE TIN TARGET SET
with 2-Pie Tins, 2-Magnum 45 Pistols, and 
2-Red 1 oz bags of Ammo - Packaged
GL2PTT2M45-P



Colors may vary

Shoots over
30 feet!!

• Assembled length = 38”

   • Great for young children

      • Left or right hand use

Easy to use arrow guideEasy to use arrow guide

Arrow nock 
clips to string

Large arrow guide 
holds arrow in place

Safe suction cup tip 
sticks to smooth
surfaces

Durable 1/2”
CPVC pipe
(Easily replaceable)

BOW & ARROW SET
   with 3-Arrows - Packaged
     GL2B&A3A-P

BOW & ARROW
ARROW SET
(3-count) - Packaged
GL2B&AA3CT-P



Safe suction cup tip sticks 
to smooth surfaces

Durable 1/2” CPVC pipe
(easily replaceable)

Durable 1/2” CPVC pipe
(easily replaceable)

Safe suction cup tip sticks 
to smooth surfaces

PISTOL CROSS BOW
ARROW SET
with 3-Arrows - Packaged
GL2PCB3A-P
17”L x 6”H

CROSS BOW
ARROW SET
(3-count) - Packaged
GL2CBA3CT-P

RIFLE CROSS BOW
ARROW SET
with 3-Arrows - Packaged
GL2RCB3A-P
23.5”L x 6”H



MARSHMALLOW BLOW GUN
- Packaged
GL2MBG-P
26”L x 8”H

MINI SLING SHOT
- Packaged
GL2MSS-P
6.5”L x 3.5”H

Colors may vary
Marshmallows not included

JUMBO SLING SHOT
- Packaged
GL2JSS-P
8.5”L x 4.75”H

Each Sling Shot 
comes with

(2) spare rubber 
bands

Shoots Up To
75 Feet!

Shoots
Up To

75 Feet!

(12 - Hedge Ball
Ammo included)

(12 - Hedge Ball
Ammo included)

(Soft rubber
Hedge Ball
Ammo not
to scale)

SLING SHOT AMMO
(12-count) - Packaged
GL2SSA12CT



Combo gun - shoots ping pong balls AND rubber bands!
Comes with

(2) spare
rubber bands

KING ARTHUR SWORDKING ARTHUR SWORD
001KNGARTHR001KNGARTHR
31”31”

BUCCANEER SWORD BUCCANEER SWORD 
003BCCNR003BCCNR
28”28”

CRUSADER SWORD CRUSADER SWORD 
002CRSDR002CRSDR
31”31”

DRAGON SLAYER SWORD DRAGON SLAYER SWORD 
006DRGNSLYR006DRGNSLYR
23.5”23.5”

WHITE KNIGHT SWORD WHITE KNIGHT SWORD 
004WHTKNGHT004WHTKNGHT
23.5”23.5”

BLACK KNIGHT SWORD BLACK KNIGHT SWORD 
005BLKNGHT005BLKNGHT
23.5”23.5”

PING PONG BALL SHOOTER/SINGLE SHOT
RUBBER BAND GUN
(2-ball) with 1-green 1 oz bag of Ammo - Packaged
GL2PPBS2BALL-P
11”L x 5.5”H

PING PONG BALL 
AMMO
(12-count) - Packaged
GL2PPBA12CT



ALI BABA SWORD ALI BABA SWORD 
007ALBB007ALBB
17.5”17.5”

BARBARIAN AXE BARBARIAN AXE 
011BRBRN011BRBRN
20.5”20.5”

SCALLY WAG SWORD SCALLY WAG SWORD 
008SCLLYWG008SCLLYWG
18”18”

VIKING AXE VIKING AXE 
012VKNG012VKNG
20.5”20.5”

BATTLE AXE BATTLE AXE 
013BTTLAX013BTTLAX
20.5”20.5”

WAR HAMMER AXE WAR HAMMER AXE 
014WRHMMR014WRHMMR
20.5”20.5”

SQUIRE DAGGER SQUIRE DAGGER 
009SQR009SQR
12.5”12.5”

NOBLE DAGGER NOBLE DAGGER 
010NBL010NBL
12.5”12.5”

HIGHLANDER DAGGER HIGHLANDER DAGGER 
015HGHLNDR015HGHLNDR
14”14”

LARGE WOODEN SHIELD LARGE WOODEN SHIELD 
019LGSHLD019LGSHLD
11.5”L x 15”H11.5”L x 15”H

Plain front allows customer 
to paint or draw their own 
unique image!

Laser scored knight and 
crossed sword image!

LARGE WOODEN SHIELD LARGE WOODEN SHIELD 
LASER SCOREDLASER SCORED
019LGSHLDLS019LGSHLDLS
11.5”L  x  15”H11.5”L  x  15”H

Back sideBack side
view of view of 
shield.shield.
(includes sturdy(includes sturdy
handle, installshandle, installs
with two screws)with two screws)

VIKING SHIELDVIKING SHIELD
LASER SCOREDLASER SCORED  
031VKNGSHLDLS031VKNGSHLDLS
Diameter 11.5”Diameter 11.5”

GLADIATOR SWORD GLADIATOR SWORD 
021GLDTR021GLDTR
25”25”

LIL’ HUNTER KNIFE LIL’ HUNTER KNIFE 
020LH020LH
8.25”8.25”



BOWIE KNIFE BOWIE KNIFE 
023BWKNF023BWKNF
17.25”17.25”

SAMURAI SWORD SAMURAI SWORD 
022SMR022SMR
26.75”26.75”

JR. BOWIE KNIFE JR. BOWIE KNIFE 
028JRBWKNF028JRBWKNF
12.25”12.25”

TRIDENT SPEARTRIDENT SPEAR
033TRDNT033TRDNT
36”36”

COLT 22 POPPER
GL2C22POP
15”L

POP STICKLE POPPER
GL2PSPOP
15”L

380 AUTO POPPER
GL2380APOP
16”L

JR. RANGE RIFLE POPPER
GL2JRRRPOP
24”L

DEPUTY POPPER
GL2DPTYPOP
16”L

CAPTAIN JACK POPPER
GL2CPTJCKPOP
19”L

POPPER COUNTER TOP POPPER COUNTER TOP 
DISPLAY RACKDISPLAY RACK
(18-count)
POPRACK
14”L  x  11”W  x  6.5”H

FREE with first purchase of
18 Poppers (any style)

#13

new
item



BLACK PLASTIC SCOPE 
GL2BPSCP
7.5”L  x  3.5”H

SCOPE & SLING
- Packaged
GL2SS-P

JR. SAFETY GLASSES
- Packaged
JRSG

ADULT SAFETY GLASSES 
- Packaged
ADSG

GOGGLES
(shop type)
- Packaged
GGGL

SLING 
GL2SLNG
36”L x 1”H

TRIGGER SET
(1-count with template)
- Packaged
GL1TRGGRST1CT

TRIGGER SET
(10-count with template)
- Packaged
GL1TRGGRST10CT

Note: The trigger sets are intended 
for hobbyists that want to build their 
own multi shot, semi-automatic 
rubber band gun. They have a 10-
shot wheel and are not a replacement 
for the rubber band guns starting 
with the item number GL2-----. 

Includes
attaching 
screws

Will fit over prescription eye glasses

Includes (2)
mounting screws

M45 KEY CHAIN 
GL2KYCHNM45

JR. M60 KEY CHAIN
GL2KYCHNJRM60

• Includes sign with business  
  card holder on each side
• Holds 72 chains
• Lazy Susan base

FULL KEY CHAIN 
DISPLAY RACK 
(includes 72 key chains and 
FREE rack)

Key Chains
made from

6mm Russian Baltic
Birch Plywood

DISPLAY TREE LAZY SUSAN BASE
• Sturdy 30” diameter swivel base unit for your Display Tree
• Easy to retrofit to your existing compatible Display Trees
• Allows for displays to be positioned close to walls, in 

corners, or next to cabinets or other displays
• Save valuable floor space
• NO walk-around room needed

Contact us for 
customized key 

chains, rack, and 
sign for your store

#14



CONTACT INFORMATION
General Correspondence: Magnum Enterprises, LLC  |  P.O. Box 3861  |  Rapid City, SD 57709
Shipping/Returns: Magnum Enterprises, LLC  |  1000 Cambell St.  |  Suite 1A  |  Rapid City, SD 57701
Phone: 605.719.9488
Fax: 605.719.9485
Email: info@rubberbandguns.com
Web Site: RubberBandGuns.com
Hours of Operation: Mon – Fri   8:00am – 4:30pm  MST 

ORDERING
We prefer to receive orders by email to info@rubberbandguns.com, but will gladly accept them by phone or fax. We cater to a wide variety of different store 
types (including toy and hobby shops) with a no-minimum re-order policy. We require initial orders to be a minimum of $300. We accept the four major credit 
cards; Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express.

PRODUCT DISPLAYS
We have developed numerous display racks to fit the needs of your particular store in both product diversity and in display rack floor footprint. These racks 
are custom made in our shop with quality materials that will last for years and years. There is NO CHARGE for the racks when ordered with a full compliment 
of product. Please do not order the displays if you do not intend to utilize the racks for our products.

  1) Full Gun Display Tree - Holds 96 guns in 12 different styles (8 pistol and 4 rifle) and 120 bags of ammo. See page 3.
  2) Gun/Sword Display Tree - Holds 48 guns and 72 bags of ammo and 72 swords, daggers, knives, and shields in 6 different styles. See page 3.
  3) Full Sword Display Tree - Holds 234 swords, axes, and shields in 20 different styles. See page 4.
  4) Combo Display Tree - Holds the best of every category in our entire product line. See page 4.
  5) Short Pistol Display Tree - Holds 48 guns in 8 different styles. See page 5.
  6) Short Rifle/Pistol Display Tree - Holds 24 pistols in 4 different styles and 12 rifles in 2 different styles. See page 5.
  7) Pistol/Popper Display Tree - Holds 24 pistols in 4 different styles, and 24 pop guns in 4 different styles. See page 5.
  8) Popper Display Tree - Holds 24 pop guns at one time. Display tree comes with 72 pop guns in 6 different styles, 12 of each. See page 5.
  9) Short Sword Display Tree - Holds 99 swords, daggers, axes, knives and shields in 9 different styles. See page 6.
10) Sword/Popper Display Tree - Holds 72 swords, daggers, axes, knives and 24 poppers in 6 different styles. See page 6.
11) Sling Shot/Popper Display Tree - Holds 2 sizes of sling shots, ammo, and a variety of poppers in different styles. See page 6.
12) Display Tree Lazy Susan Base - Bi-directional with 3600 rotation. See page 6 & 20.
13) Popper Counter Top Display Rack - Counter top style, holds 18 pop guns assorted, your choice. See page 19.
14) Full Key Chain Display Rack - Holds 72 (quantity can vary, customizable) key chains. See page 20.

BEST SELLERS
Our top selling small pistol continues to be the Colt 22 (GL2C22). This gun outsells every other gun in this category at least 
2 to 1. The Magnum 45 (GL2M45) is our #1 seller in the standard pistol category and is our #1 overall selling gun. In the 
large pistol/small rifle category, there is not one gun that is an overall winner. The AK Commando (GL2AKC), Junior M-60 
(GL2JRM60), and the Junior AK-47 Combat (GL2JRAK47C) are all in the race for top sellers. The top position in our large rifle 
category is shared between the AK-47 Combat (GL2AK47C) and the 1873 Winchester (GL21873S) rifle, as well as our AR-15 
(GL2AR15) rifle. Don’t rule out the scope and sling option when ordering rifles. It’s a fantastic accessory! It even looks and 
sells great on many pistols!

PRODUCT PACKAGING
History has proven that our products sell much better when they are not packaged. Compare it to real guns and other 
sporting products. These items are hands-on type toys that the customer must hold, feel, point and aim. Once held, the 
customer has a sense of ownership which aids in the buying decision. If your company must have the item packaged, we do 
offer that option. We use flat poly bags with a colorful heavy stock header card stapled to the top of the bag. All packaged 
rubber band guns will include (1) 1 oz bag of appropriate size rubber bands. Safety/loading instructions are printed on the 
inside of the header card. An additional $1.50 will be added to the cost of the gun to cover the cost of the packaging materials 
and the included rubber bands. Only an additional 50 cents will be added for the cost of packaging to items that do not 
require rubber bands, such as pop guns, swords, etc. To indicate that you want an item packaged, simply add a (–P) after 
the product item number on your order. IE: GL2M45-P



HANG TABS
We have developed a color coordinated plastic hang tab that readily identifies the proper color rubber band to be used for each rubber 
band gun model. We do not automatically install hang tabs and UPC barcodes. Please let us know if you want them. All unpackaged 
rubber band guns can have (if requested by the customer) the hang tabs zip tied to the barrel of the gun, and will have a UPC barcode 
sticker applied to the back side of the tab. If your company is not using the hang tabs or UPC barcodes, and has been receiving our 
product with them, please let us know not to install them at time of order placement.

NAME DROPPING
Magnum Enterprises can customize your rubber band guns and other products by name dropping on each item ordered with your 
own logo, name, or image. The format would be either an oval or rectangular sticker applied to one or both sides of the gun just 
underneath the trigger/lift bar area. The sticker would be 1.5”L  x  .75”H. The cost is 25 cents per sticker applied by us at the time 
of shipment. All we require from you the customer is to provide us with artwork that would fit into those dimensions. No minimums 
are required either in total number of guns ordered, quantities of an individual SKU, or total dollar amount. We also offer an ink pad 
printing format. This method requires an initial one time $50 plate charge. We charge 25 cents per custom imprint and require a 
minimum of (24) items per SKU. This method may require more lead time before shipping. Call for more details.

All items are produced with the Magnum 12® logo and/or the item name. If it is desired to have any of these logos or names 
removed, then a 25 cent charge per item removed will be added.

OUT-OF-STOCK / BACKORDERS
We do our best to keep a well stocked inventory, but peak season orders can reduce our inventory stock levels. If we do not have an item(s) to fill your order 
completely at the time of shipment, we will automatically create a backorder and ship the item(s) when it/they become available, as long as we know that 
we will have significant quantities ready to go in a timely manner that will justify the shipping costs for the out-of-stock item(s). We will then ship without 
notification. If not, and the shipping for a backorder is not justified, then we will contact you later for your consent when the backordered items become available 
before we ship them out. If your company has a standing policy on how you would like us to handle backorders, please communicate that policy to Magnum. 

WHOLESALE/RETAIL PRICING
We publish a separate wholesale price list in Excel format. This list also contains recommended ammo size and color along with suggested retail pricing. You 
may also view retail pricing on our retail website, www.rubberbandguns.com. This pricing is generally double, or “Keystone” our wholesale catalog pricing.

INVOICING
Our standard procedure for sending invoices is to include them with the order during shipment, if we are able. Otherwise, we will email them. If your company 
would like packing slips or invoices sent by other means, please let us know your preference when submitting the order. We will keep this information on 
file for future orders.

PAYMENT
Our company’s goal is to have all of our accounts on pre-paid credit card terms. We realize that this may not be an option for some particular companies. 
Please contact us for other options. We accept the (4) major credit cards. Many of our customers prefer to use credit cards because of the ease of payment, 
terms of the particular card, and other incentives such as “Points” and “Frequent Flyer Miles”.

SHIPPING
We use United Parcel Service (UPS) as our primary means of shipping for most addresses in the (48) Continental United States (CONUS). Standard “Ground” 
shipments range from (1) to (5) business days throughout the (CONUS). Keep in mind that these days do not include the actual day of shipment, or weekends 
and holidays. We can also use Federal Express (FEDEX) as well as the United States Postal Service (USPS) in (CONUS) when needed. We will generally use 
(FEDEX) or (USPS) for shipments out of (CONUS), or (UPS) if requested.

WARRANTY
If you find that a Magnum 12® product fails due to defects in materials or workmanship, contact us first for repair or replacement instructions. However, if our 
product arrives in a broken condition, you must contact us within 30 days of receipt so we can determine the cause of the breakage. If the item is damaged 
during shipping we must contact the shipping company in a timely manner to process a damage claim. Please keep all damaged items, shipping boxes, and 
packaging materials for shipping carrier inspection. Items that are damaged during shipment will be replaced immediately. Returned items that have been 
abused or broken due to mishandling will not be replaced or refunded.

TRADEMARK
Magnum 12® is a registered trademark of Magnum Enterprises, LLC. 
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RETURNS & RESTOCKING
Please call Magnum Enterprises and coordinate prior to sending back any returns. Credit or replacements for any returns received will be given based on 
Magnum’s discretion. Returns that are more than 12 months old will be compensated for at Magnum’s discretion. Items that are returned that have been abused 
or broken due to mishandling will not be replaced or refunded. Up to a 20% restocking fee may apply for any returns received. Return shipping charges may 
apply, depending on circumstances.

PLEASE READ AND FOLLOW THE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS BELOW.
Safety is our number one priority. All products are to be used under adult supervision only. Always use our products in well lit areas. Always wear safety glasses/
goggles at all times (i.e.-loading, playing with, etc.) when using any of our projectile shooters. Adequate eye protection may be purchased through us or at 
most hardware stores and many retail outlets. Always be aware of your target background. Never shoot at people, animals, or yourself. Never run with or point 
a loaded projectile shooter at other people, animals, or yourself. Never throw, drop, or step on a rubber band gun or any of our other shooters as such abuse 
might damage the item and cause injury to you or another. This may void any guarantee or warranty, expressed, implied or statutory. Never overload a rubber 
band gun. Each cog on the firing wheel is intended for one rubber band only. Never load or shoot any of our rubber band gun products that have been damaged 
anywhere on the barrel, the wood surrounding the barrel, or around or near the trigger mechanism. User assumes all responsibility for safe operation of all 
products sold by Magnum Enterprises, LLC. Misuse of any of these products will absolve Magnum Enterprises, LLC from any and all responsibility and liability 
due to damage or injury arising from such misuse.

WARNING: If your rubber band gun develops cracks in the wood surrounding the trigger mechanism, barrel, or near the barrel tip, DO NOT LOAD THE GUN. 
Contact Magnum Enterprises immediately for instruction.

• IMPORTANT! Make sure the gun is pointing in a safe direction when loading.
• Loop the rubber band over the barrel tip and then over one of the cogs on the firing wheel.
 Choose a cog that is pointing toward the eye guard or rear of the gun.
• Rotate the firing wheel backwards and place the next rubber band over the cog 
 which is just forward of the previously loaded rubber band.
• Load each consecutive rubber band in this same fashion.
• NOTE: As each rubber band is loaded, it will get progressively
    harder to rotate the firing wheel backwards.
 To ease the pressure, slightly squeeze the trigger
    at the same time the firing wheel is 
 being rotated backwards.

For an informative video on Magnum 12® 

Rubber Band Gun loading instructions, scan 
this QR Code with your smartphone, or visit 
rubberbandguns.com and click on videos.




